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Welcome to the Coral 2018 
Product Collection

We hope you enjoy exploring our biggest range yet of 
innovative decorating tools and related equipment. We 
have worked hard to ensure you have plenty of inspiration 
for the season ahead.

After celebrating our fifth anniversary in 2017 we are 
looking forward to the next five years and to continuing 
with our mission of creating more functional products that 
delight people with their intelligent design and impressive 
performance.

This season we are really excited to announce the full 
launch of our Easy Coater range of paint rollers, which 
includes our premium version of HEADLOCK® technology 
for faster and easier painting with less mess.

Other notable products joining the range this season 
include our Hybrid® range of paint brushes that include 
a paint can opener integrated into the handle for extra 
convenience and a refined head for an impressive finish.
Alongside these new designs you will also find all of our 
current range, which includes some of the most iconic 
and innovative decorating products of the last five years.

Last but not least, we are delighted to introduce our 
range of Tajima products. Tajima is a range of premium 
hand tools for excellent performance suited to the most 
discerning of customers.
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IntroductIon

In this market, a 
little intelligent 
thinking goes a long 
way

Coral started on the basis that many 
everyday tools can actually create problems 
for the user through poor design. In addition, 
many decorating tasks could be made much 
easier and more enjoyable with a little 
intelligent thinking.

From this light-bulb moment, Andrew and 
Matthew knew they had found a way to 
differentiate Coral from other brands. And, it 
set them on a path that was to create some 
truly iconic decorating products.

There is something special about a 
Coral product that sets it apart from the 
competition. First, it engages you with its 
innovative design. Then, it captivates you 
with its functional benefits. Finally, it assures 
you with its use of materials and attention to 
detail.

Coral’s ability to blend innovative design, 
contemporary styling and distinctive brand 
livery is unique within the industry. While 
many brands concentrate on just part of this, 
Coral focuses on the whole user experience 
– creating products that work well and are a 
pleasure to decorate with.

Coral is now one of the fastest growing 
companies in the UK decorating products 
market, and it continues to earn accolades 
and awards for its unique, innovative designs.

Certification No.207413 Certification No.207924

Credentials
• Highly experienced
• ISO9001:2015
• ISO14001:2015
• FSC® Chain of Custody
• OPRC Member
• Multi-award winning
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Paint Brushes

Every decorator needs a suitable brush. Whether it is a 
beautifully crafted paint brush for your finest work or a 
practical brush designed to perform on the job – functionality 
and performance matter.

In recognition of its importance as a category, this season 
Coral introduces two significant ranges, namely Endurance 
and Hybrid®.

PaInt Brushes
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The Aspire paint brush line has been made 
with the finest materials and meticulous 
attention to detail. Achieve a perfect finish 
when painting with water or solvent-based 
paints.

The brush head provides great shape 
retention and a precise smooth finish, 
resulting from tapered PBT filaments. As a 
result you will feel confident of achieving an 
exceptional finish!

Your Aspire paint brushes are made from 
a matt stainless steel ferrule, smooth 
hardwood handle, and finely tipped premium 
filaments.

Aspire
• PBt filaments for a fine finish
• achieve neat and precise lines
• For all paints and stains
• Premium beech hardwood handle
• Lifetime guarantee

An excellent brush comprising the finest materials with traditional hand 
finishing techniques

PaInt Brushes
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

31701 - 1" 12
31702 - 1.5" 12
31703 - 2" 6
31705 - 3" 6
31706 3 Pack 1", 1.5", 2" 6
31707 5 Pack 1", 2x 1.5", 2x 2" 6
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 31580 - 0.5" 12

▪ 31581 - 1" 12

▪ 31582 - 1.5" 12

▪ 31583 - 2" 6

▪ 31584 - 2.5" 6

▪ 31585 - 3" 6

▪ 31588 4 Pack 1", 1.5", 2x 2" 6

Endurance
• For a smooth finish
• soft filaments reduce brush marks
• Full-bodied to carry more paint
• durable and comfortable handle

The Endurance paint brush is a fresh take on 
a popular paint brush format. The black full 
bodied Kaiser-shaped handle is synonymous 
with a contractor level brush.

Despite the evolution of coatings in response 
to VOC regulations, most versions of this 
brush format have not changed with the 
times and still include a natural bristle blend. 
That is, until now.

The Endurance brush features quality SRT 
synthetic filaments for good all-round 
performance with most paints. The soft head 
composition helps to reduce visible brush 
marks which can be an advantage with clear 
coats and high-gloss paints.

Upgrade to this impressive line of brushes 
available in all popular sizes. The line also 
include a trade multi-brush pack of four 
brushes.

As a great companion on professional job-sites, the Endurance paint brush 
line offers performance you can rely on.
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Developed as a best-in-class soft grip brush, this line also features Shurglide 
SRT filaments for a fast and impressive finish.

Shurglide
• For a quality fine finish
• easy-to-clean and reuse
• Lifetime guarantee

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

31501 - 1" 12

▪ 31500 - 1.5" 12
31502 - 2" 6
31503 - 3" 6
31504 3 Pack 1", 1.5", 2" 6
31505 5 Pack 1", 2x1. 5", 2x 2" 6

The Coral Shurglide paint brush line is a 
better choice thanks to the comfort and 
control of soft grip handles.

You will gain a fast project speed and a fine 
finish resulting from a chiselled head made 
from advanced Shurglide SRT filament. As a 
result, you will complete the job in less time 
and feel proud of a quality finish!

Your soft grip paint brushes are made 
from a mill finished stainless steel ferrule, 
high-comfort soft grip handle, and premium 
filaments designed for improved paint flow.



Hybrid®

If you are looking for a paint brush line with 
that is a bit special and has an edge (quite 
literally), then our new Hybrid® range is a 
great choice! This is a truly feature-packed 
line that simply delivers a great painting 
experience with unsurpassed value of money.

The Hybrid® line features a built-in metal 
paint can opener, so before you even begin 
this brush has made life that little bit easier!

To complete the design, the head features 
our premium SRT filament set with a 
medium hardness. This delivers a beautifully 
balanced brush that produces neat, straight 
lines and cuts in effectively. Suitable for 
most paints including thicker coatings, gloss 
paints, and clear coats.

It does not end there, as the filaments in 
these brushes make cleaning a breeze with 
water-based paints. Add our Zero-Loss of 
bristle guarantee, and this is a winning line.

• For a smooth finish
• easy-to-clean
• no loss of filament, guaranteed!
• Paint can opener integrated into 

handle

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 31451 - 1" 12

▪ 31452 - 1.5" 12

▪ 31453 - 2" 6

▪ 31455 - 3" 6

▪ 31458 5 Pack 2x 1", 1.5", 2x 2" 6

▪ 31459 10 Pack
4x 1", 3x 1.5", 
3x 2"

15

Hybrid® sets a new standard in its class - a great finish, built-in paint can 
opener, and an attractive price point.

PaInt Brushes
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Essentials

The Coral Essentials paint brush line is a 
good choice that delivers a satisfying finish 
with water-based paints, emulsions and 
stains.  Perfect for anyone searching for 
great value. 

Thicker brush heads mean you will spend 
more time painting and less time reloading 
your brush! Suitable for use with smooth to 
rough surfaces including exterior wood.

Made with a metal ferrule, durable plastic 
handle, and hard-wearing synthetic 
filaments.

• General purpose
• thick brush heads for more paint pick-up
• suitable for use on exterior wood

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

31304 - 0.5" 12
31305 - 1" 12
31306 - 1.5" 12
31307 - 2" 6
31308 - 2.5" 6
31309 - 3" 6
31300 - 4" 6
31301 3 Pack 1", 1.5", 2" 6

31302 5 Pack
0.5", 1", 1.5", 
2", 2.5"

6

31303 10 Pack
2x0.5", 2x1", 
3x1.5", 2x2", 3"

15

31310 4 Pack
1", 1.5", 2",
4" BLOCK

6

Available in sizes to suit every job, the Essentials line has a high-visibility 
handle and is suitable for most coatings.

PaInt Brushes
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GRP & Woodcare

The Coral GRP and Woodcare paint brush 
line is the good choice for use with most 
coating applications including high-viscosity 
coatings (e.g. fibreglass, varnish, and 
woodcare applications).

Featuring a hard-wearing acetone and 
styrene resistant design, you will be assured 
a reliable finish even on the toughest of jobs!

Your brush is made from a metal ferrule 
securely nailed to a strong plastic handle 
with 100% natural white bristle. 

• all-purpose paint brush
• suitable for use with high-viscosity coatings
• natural white bristle

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

31200 - 0.5" 12
31201 - 1" 12
31202 - 1.5" 12
31203 - 2" 12
31204 - 2.5" 12
31205 - 3" 12
31206 - 4" 12

A pure bristle head is nailed securely to the handle giving versatility across all 
coatings including woodcare and fibreglass.

PaInt Brushes
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Value

Created as an entry-priced brush line 
capable of producing a good finish with 
all coatings, including woodcare paints, 
varnishes, gel-coats and laminating resin.

These brushes have a thin profile, pure 
bristle brush head giving you the advantage 
of a decent finish and good control.

Your fibreglass brush is made from a metal 
ferrule, thin plastic handle, and natural white 
bristle.

• entry-priced all rounder brush line
• suitable for use with high-viscosity coatings
• natural white bristle

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

31110 - 0.5" 12
31111 - 1" 12
31112 - 1.5" 12
31113 - 2" 12
31114 - 2.5" 12
31115 - 3" 12
31116 - 4" 12

The Value brush line has thin natural bristle heads ideal for single-use 
applications with most paints.

PaInt Brushes
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Standalone Sets

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

31400 12 Pack
2x1", 5x1.5", 
4x2", 3"

5

Classic Painters' Dozen

• trade grade 12-piece brush set
• Impressive paint pick-up and layoff
• Full-bodied wooden brush handles

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 31416 3 Pack 1", 1.5", 2" 6

▪ 31417 5 Pack
0.5", 1", 1.5", 
2x2"

6

Zero-Loss®

• no loss of filament, guaranteed!
• Fine-tipped filaments
• soft grip for comfort and control

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 31100 3 Pack 1", 1.5", 2" 6

31101 5 Pack
0.5", 1", 1.5", 
2x2"

6

31102 10 Pack
2x0.5", 2x1", 
3x1.5", 2x2", 3"

15

Task Partner

• Great value general purpose brushes

Our standalone paint brush sets offer excellent value and perform extremely 
well as promotional packs.

PaInt Brushes
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 32451 - 5" 12

The head features a blend of black bristle 
and SRT synthetic filaments. The extra 
wide 5” head delivers a durable brush head 
that produces a good finish on smooth and 
textured large surfaces.

• For exterior and interior use
• Bristle blend for improved coverage
• Paint can opener integrated into handle

Masonry & Large Surface

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 32450 - 4" 12

The head features a blend of white bristle 
and SRT synthetic filaments. The wide 4” 
head delivers a durable brush head that 
produces a good finish on smooth and 
textured large surfaces.

• For exterior and interior use
• Bristle blend for improved coverage
• Paint can opener integrated into handle

Timbercare & Large Surface

As an extension to the standard Hybrid® line these extra-wide formats cover 
large surfaces with ease.

Hybrid® Wide Format

PaInt Brushes
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Rest of 
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page 10
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Wide & Detail

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

32501 - 5" 12

Endurance Wall Brush

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

32300 - 4" 6

Essentials Masonry Brush

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

34201 - 4"x1.2" 6

Essentials Block Brush

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

33401 - 1" 12

Lining Fitch

Flat and block brushes are ideal for covering large surfaces whilst angled 
lining fitches offer control and precision.

Block 
brush set 

on page 11
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Paint Rollers & Pads

This extensive range of paint rollers and pads has been 
intelligently designed to make just about every rolling task 
easier and more enjoyable.

The range includes multi-award winning HEADLOCK® 
technology designed to make decorating faster, easier, and 
with less mess, as well as great roller coverage that delivers 
impressive results.



PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Created as an impressive paint roller frame 
for when you are applying coatings to walls, 
ceilings, and floors.

Features a screw adjusted width giving you 
the advantage of compatibility with 12", 15", 
and 18" paint roller covers.

The double arm structure offers balanced 
pressure for even coating applications!

Your adjustable paint roller frame is made 
from a metal frame with 8mm attachment 
bars for use with roller covers equipped with 
standard end-caps.

A screw threaded attachment makes this 
frame suitable for use with UK standard 
extension poles.

Our heavy-duty XXL frame is a telescopic double-arm frame with increments 
conveniently marked at 9”, 12”, and 18” widths.

• screw adjustable 12" to 18" width frame
• Balanced pressure for even applications
• screw threaded for use with extension poles

Endurance XXL

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42700 - 12-18" 6

Poles on
pages
55 - 56

Scuttles
on

page 63
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Our traditional frame collection brings together a great line-up of double-arm 
and cage options.

Traditional

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

42701 - 12" 6

Endurance Double Arm

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

42702 - 9x1.75" 6

Endurance Cage 1.75"

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42406 42406 9x1.75" 6

Easy Coater Cage 1.75"

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42405 42406 9x1.5" 6

Easy Coater Cage 1.5"
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Multi-award winning HEADLOCK® technology sets a new standard for user-
friendly paint roller frames.

HEADLOCK®

PaInt roLLers & Pads

This frame features patented HEADLOCK® 
technology to make your decorating task 
faster and easier. Roller covers will not walk 
off HEADLOCK® frames!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42402 - 4x1.5" 6

Easy Coater 1.5" Small

• 2x coverage of a mini-roller*
• easier, faster, and less mess!
• overs stay locked onto headLocK® frames
• soft grip for comfort and control
• suitable for use with push-fit extension poles

This frame features patented HEADLOCK® 
technology to make your decorating task 
faster and easier. Roller covers will not walk 
off HEADLOCK® frames!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42403 - 9x1.5" 6

Easy Coater 1.5" Large

• Multi-award winning design
• easier, faster, and less mess!
• covers stay locked onto headLocK® frames
• soft grip for comfort and control
• suitable for use with push-fit extension poles

* Compared to Coral Essentials mini-rollers.

Roller sets
on pages

29 -30





Mini-Rollers

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42400 - 4" Mini 6

Easy Coater Mini

• soft grip for comfort and control
• Lightweight design
• suitable for use with push-fit extension poles

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 42203 - 4" Mini 10

Essentials Reach Mini

• extra-long 18" shank
• Ideal for painting difficult-to-reach places
• suitable for use with push-fit extension poles

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

42202 - 4" Mini 12

Essentials Mini

• Lightweight design
• suitable for use with push-fit extension poles

Our mini-roller frame collection covers standard length for general use and 
extra-long for difficult-to-reach areas.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Mini sets
on

page 31



Easy Coater

Coral Easy Coater roller covers have been 
designed with one purpose in mind -to make 
achieving a great finish easier!

Featuring a balanced microfibre specification 
which provides excellent all-round 
performance. With water-based coatings, 
you can achieve a luxurious finish on smooth 
to semi-smooth surfaces. The shed-resistant 
and high absorbency microfibres also deliver 
impressive coverage. As a result, you can 
finish faster and achieve a finish you will be 
proud of.

As one of the fullest product lines on 
the market, the range spans from detail 
orientated mini-rollers through to huge 18” 
covers for maximum coverage. This line also 
includes 4x1.5” for our new Easy Coater 
roller frame of the same size.

Produced with a microfibre fabric 
thermofused to a plastic core.

• Faster and easier with a great finish
• shed-resistant and high-absorbency microfibre 
• For smooth to semi-smooth surfaces

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 41400 10 Pack 4" Mini 10

▪ 41409 - 4x1.5" 6
41402 - 9x1.5" 6
41403 - 9x1.75" 6

▪ 41405 - 12x1.75" 6

▪ 41406 - 15x1.75" 6

▪ 41407 - 18x1.75" 6

Easy Coater roller covers are available in a wide range of sizes and offer an 
impressive smooth finish and reduced spray.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Adjustable 
frame on
page 18



Endurance

Coral Endurance paint roller covers are an 
impressive choice for a superior finish on 
textured and rough surfaces.

These covers have a durable, long-pile woven 
fabric securely attached to the backing, so 
you will be assured superior, labour-saving 
coverage on textured surfaces with reduced 
lint loss!

Produced with a poly-acrylic fabric 
thermofused to a plastic core.

• durable long-pile fabric
• Labour-saving coverage
• For textured and rough surfaces

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 41701 3 Pack 9x1.5" 6
41703 - 9x1.75" 6
41704 - 12x1.75" 6

Widely chosen for masonry and textured surfaces, this long-pile acrylic roller 
line is hard-wearing with high paint-holding capacity.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Essentials (Long)

Developed for the project decorator, the 
long-pile Coral Essentials applies paint to 
most surfaces including textured walls and 
ceilings.

This economical knitted fabric has an open 
fibre fabric for excellent pick up and release. 
This provides great productivity advantages 
including fast coverage, but expect some lint 
loss.

Produced with a knitted polyester fabric 
thermofused to a plastic core.

• Fast coverage long-pile polyester
• For textured and rough surfaces

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

41312 - 9x1.5" 6
41313 - 9x1.75" 6
41314 - 12x1.75" 6

Long-pile knitted polyester sleeves offer great value and fast coverage on 
rough and textured surfaces.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Essentials (Regular)

Developed for the project decorator, the 
standard pile Coral Essentials applies paint 
to most surfaces and is especially suited to 
smooth to semi-smooth surfaces.

This economical knitted fabric has an open 
fibre fabric for excellent pick up and release. 
This provides great productivity advantages 
including fast coverage, but expect some lint 
loss.

Produced with a knitted polyester fabric 
thermofused to a plastic core.

• Fast coverage standard pile polyester
• For smooth to semi-smooth surfaces

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

41300 10 Pack 4" Mini 10
41302 - 9x1.5" 6
41303 - 9x1.75" 6
41304 - 12x1.75" 6

Standard pile knitted polyester sleeve offers great value and fast coverage on 
smooth and lightly textured surfaces.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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All Paints

A high-performance short-pile paint roller 
cover for a superior, even finish with all 
paints including gloss and varnish on smooth 
surfaces.

Featuring a density velour fabric for a smooth 
finish.

• Fine, even coverage with all paints
• Velour (simulated mohair) fabric
• achieve a near flawless finish
• For smooth surfaces

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 41739 10 Pack 4" Mini 10

▪ 41730 - 4x1.5" 6

As the name suggests, the All Paints line offers a high-performance finish on 
smooth surfaces with most paints.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Standalone Mini's

High-density foam for a very smooth even 
finish when applying gloss, varnishes, 
enamels, and all paints on smooth surfaces.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

41510 10 Pack 4" Mini 10

Foam Coater

• For a near flawless finish
• Lint-free high-density foam
• Ideal for gloss and high-viscosity paints
• For smooth surfaces

An impressive standard pile paint roller cover 
for applying paints to flat, small surface 
areas. You will gain fast coverage because of 
the blended poly-acrylic woven fabric.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

41710 10 Pack 4" Mini 10

Contractor

• Fast coverage with a smooth finish
• Minimal lint loss
• For smooth to semi-smooth surfaces

A mini-roller applies paint efficiently on small to medium-sized surfaces such 
as around trim, on doors and window sills.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• soft grip for comfort and control
• Ideal for large and small spaces
• For use with emulsion and gloss paints

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 10501 12 Piece 9x1.5" + Various 8

These convenient Easy Coater sets bring together some high-performance 
products and an excellent price.

Included: 9x1.5” HEADLOCK® soft grip frame 
• 9x1.5” Microfibre roller cover • 4” Soft grip 
mini-roller frame • 4” Microfibre mini-roller 
cover • 4” Foam mini-roller cover • Seal & 
Save Roller Wrapper • Full-size paint tray

Easy Coater 7 Piece

• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• soft grip for comfort and control
• Ideal for large and small spaces
• For use with emulsion and gloss paints

Included: 9x1.5” HEADLOCK® soft grip frame 
• 2x 9x1.5” Microfibre roller covers • 4” Soft 
grip mini-roller frame • 4x 4” Microfibre 
mini-roller cover • 2x 4” Foam mini-roller 
cover •  Hybrid® Brush • Full-size paint tray

Easy Coater 12 Piece

Easy Coater Sets

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 43500 7 Piece 9x1.5" + 4" Mini 8

29coral-tools.com



Easy Coater Sets

Included:
• 4x1.5” HEADLOCK® soft grip roller frame
• 4x1.5” Microfibre roller cover
• Full-size paint tray

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 43410 3 Piece 4x1.5" 10

Easy Coater 3 Piece - 1.5"

• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• More than 2X coverage of a mini-roller!*
• Microfibre for fast coverage and a smooth finish
• soft grip for comfort and control

Included:
• 9x1.5” HEADLOCK® soft grip roller frame
• 9x1.5” Microfibre roller cover
• Full-size paint tray

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 43420 3 Piece 9x1.5" 8

Easy Coater 3 Piece - 1.5"

• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• Microfibre for fast coverage and a smooth finish
• soft grip for comfort and control
• For use on large spaces - walls and ceilings

Paint roller sets have always been an essential line, and these Easy Coater 
sets offer innovation, quality, and great performance.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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*Compared to Coral Essentials Mini-Rollers (41300)



Easy Coater Sets

Included:
• 4” Soft grip mini-roller frame
• 6x 4” Foam mini-roller covers
• Full-size paint tray

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 43401 8 Piece 4" Mini 10

Easy Coater 8 Piece - Mini

• Foam for a flawless finish with gloss and high-
viscosity coatings

• soft grip for comfort and control
• For small spaces

Included:
• 4” Soft grip mini-roller frame
• 6x 4” Microfibre mini-roller cover
• Full-size paint tray

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 43400 8 Piece 4" Mini 10

Easy Coater 8 Piece - Mini

• Microfibre for fast coverage and a smooth finish
• soft grip for comfort and control
• For small spaces

When painting small surfaces, these Easy Coater mini-roller sets offer superb 
value and feature extra deep trays.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Task Partner Sets

Included:
• 4x1.5” HEADLOCK® roller frame
• 2x Extra-long pile polyester roller covers
• Block brush
• Touch-up brush
• Paint tray

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

10301 11 Piece 4x1.5" + Various 12

Shed, Fence & Deck Set 6 Piece

• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• 4" rollers and brush ideal for overlap fences
• extra-long pile for textured and grooved timber
• touch-up brush for small spaces and gaps
• 1.25l capacity tray (+65% v's standard trays*)

Included:
• 9x1.5” HEADLOCK® roller frame • 9x1.5” 
roller cover • Paint tray • ZeroLoss™ paint 
brush • 2x Nitrile disposable gloves • Sponge  
• Polythene dust sheet • Masking tape • 2x 
Glass paper abrasive sheets

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 10305 11 Piece 9x1.5" + Various 12

Painting Project Box 11 Piece

• everything you need, except the paint!
• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• step-by-step guidance notes for better results
• 1.25l capacity tray (+65% v's standard trays*)

These Task Partner decorating sets bring all essential items together into 
convenient, well-priced sets ideal for the most basic projects.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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Task Partner Sets

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

43101 4 Piece 9x1.5" 24

Task Partner 4 Piece - 1.5"

• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• 2x Polyester roller covers
• 1.25l capacity tray (+65% v's standard trays*)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

43100 3 Piece 9x1.5" 24

Task Partner 3 Piece - 1.5"

• headLocK® - faster, easier with less mess!
• 1x Polyester roller covers
• 1.25l capacity tray (+65% v's standard trays*)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

43102 4 Piece 4" Mini 36

Task Partner 4 Piece - Mini

• For general purpose painting applications
• 1x Polyester cover for emulsion
• 1x Foam cover for gloss / high-viscosity paints

Economically priced paint roller sets are core fast moving lines, and these 
space efficient sets offer an improved standard.

PaInt roLLers & Pads
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*Compared to Coral Essentials 9" Paint Tray (73302)



Tray-less Sets

Great value and good performance. Be 
assured of a good finish on small, awkward, 
or hard to reach areas with most coatings.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

43403 11 Piece 4" Mini 12

Task Partner 11 Piece - Mini

• For general purpose painting applications
• 1x Mini-roller Frame
• 6x Polyester cover for emulsion
• 4x Foam cover for gloss / high-viscosity paints

Developed for the trade, this complete frame 
is an economical way to apply paint to most 
smooth to semi-smooth surfaces. You will 
gain reduced paint roller walk and a smooth 
rotation because of the cage format design.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 43303 2 Piece 9x1.75" 6

Essentials 2 Piece - 1.75"

• durable trade grade design
• comfortable and strong
• high-density polyester cover for fast coverage
• cage format for improved cover grip

If you already have a paint tray and are looking for a frame and sleeve(s), then 
these combination sets offer excellent value.
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Paint Pads

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

23300 2 Piece 4.7" 10

Essentials Edge Trimmer

• Fast edging of walls, ceilings and trim
• Paint accurately, easily and finish faster!
• twin wheels follow edges for uniform lines
• nylon pad provides a smooth, even finish

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

22300 2 Piece 4.7" 8

Essentials Edge Trimmer Pads

• 2x replacement nylon paint pads
• suitable for most paints
• compatible with 23300 edge trimmer

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 24300 4 Piece Various 12

Task Partner 4 Piece

• Finish fast like a paint roller (without splatter)
• achieve the accuracy of a paint brush
• Wide nylon pad for large surface areas
• Mini nylon pad for cutting in and small areas
• 1.25l capacity tray (2x normal paint pad trays)

Paint pads are a great alternative to paint rollers offering quick results and 
precision.
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Decorators' Equipment

Encompassing a variety of tasks, this broad range of products 
exemplifies Coral’s single-minded approach - to create great 
products that work beautifully, look great and perform.

It all starts with identifying a common, everyday problem - for 
example, when wallpapering people juggle with smoothing, 
setting seams, and trimming. A solution like our Paperwiz 
3-in-1 has set the standards others follow. The results of this 
process are perfectly illustrated on the following pages.



Wallpaper Tools

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 69505 4 Piece Various 6

Paperwiz® Original Set 4 Piece

• Ideal for most wallpaper projects
• 1x Paperwiz® original 3-in-1 tool
• 1x 18mm snap-off knife with utility fin
• 1x Block brush filaments (100x30mm)
• 1x nylon plumb bob and line

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

69500 - 8.25" 12

Paperwiz® Original 3-in-1 Tool

• replaces - smoother, seam roller, and trim guide
• ease of use - transparent for surface visibility
• durable - cut-resistant material
• smooth glide - double beveled edge
• Great finish - no stretching, tears, split seams

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

69510 - 8.25" 12

Paperwiz® Flex

• Flexible edges ideal for most wall-coverings 
including lightweight vinyl and paper

• smooth air pockets
• seal and set seams

The popular Paperwiz smooths, sets seams, and trims wallpaper with ease. 
The ‘Flex’ version is suitable for delicate papers. 
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Wallpaper Tools

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

10321 6 Piece Various 12

Task Partner 6 Piece

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

69300 - 6

Essentials Plumb Bob & Line

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 63401 - - 6

Easy Seam Roller (Soft)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

63300 - - 6

Essentials Seam Roller (Hard)

These core wallpaper tools are ideal when hanging wallcoverings. The Task 
Partner set offers a basic collection of tools at an economical price.
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Scoring & Stripping

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 65300 Orbital - 6

Essentials Orbital Perforator

• easier wallpaper removal*
• spiked wheels create thousands of perforations
• steam / solution penetrates faster and easier
• apply wide circular motions

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 53705 - 5" 6

Endurance Scraper

• For the removal of wallpaper and vinyl tiles
• Larger 5" size for greater surface coverage
• secure triple screw system
• Long reach and leverage
• 4x Blades (spares stored in handle)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 53706 2 Piece 5" 20

Endurance Scraper Blades

• 2x replacement 5" blades
• hardened and sharpened for wallpaper removal
• also suitable for general surface preparation
• compatible with 53705 scraper

Spiked cutting wheels efficiently perforate wallpaper to allow for steam or 
fluid to penetrate and dissolve old paper before scraping from a surface.
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*With most wallpapers on even wall profiles

Tajima
scrapers 
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Knives & Blades

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

56301 Snap Auto 18mm 12

Essentials Knife with Utility Fin

• snap-off knife compatible with 18mm blades 
• auto-lock mechanism for fast length changes
• utility fin ideal for opening paint cans, creasing 

wallcoverings, and piercing box tape

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

56300 Snap Auto 18mm 12

Multi-Functional Knife 3-in-1

• snap-off knife compatible with 18mm blades 
• smooth wallcoverings and set seams
• take small measurements with flat edge
• Glide along edges for fast and accurate 

trimming

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

56210 10 Piece 18mm 24

Snap-Off Blades

• sharp, precise cutting performance
• 8 cutting points per blade (80 per pack)
• sold with plastic safety dispenser
• compatible with all 18mm knives including 

56301 and 56300 knives

The Essentials Knife with fin comes in handy for releasing paint tins and 
scoring wallpaper.
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Endurance Scissors

Crafted to maintain sharpness and to 
create impressive cuts into wallpaper, 
wallcoverings, paper, board, and for general 
use. Because these scissors feature a long 
precision ground stainless steel blade, you 
will experience an extended, sharp cutting 
action that stays sharp for longer.

You will feel confident in a good clean cut 
even on wet papers!

Expect 11.5" (292mm) scissors, produced 
with stainless-steel blades on a robust and 
comfortable plastic handle.

• Professional grade extra sharp long blades
• Precision ground for consistent results
• achieve a long, clean cutting action
• For paper-hanging and general-purpose use

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

56600 - 11.5" 12

Our Endurance Scissors offer great performance when cutting sheets of 
wallpaper to size. They are also a superb general-purpose scissor. 
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Elite Tools

Developed for the experienced professional 
painter, the Coral Elite scale-tang tool line is 
produced to traditional standards with high-
quality materials.

If you want to be assured of a long tool life, 
the full scale-tang design characterised by 
a steel blade that extends through the full 
length of the riveted scales, makes the grade.

All blades are individually hardened, 
tempered and ground to provide excellent 
performance characteristics.

Filling knives feature flexible blades that 
offer an impressive response to pressure and 
are ideally suited for applying and spreading 
filler, putty, and spackling compounds.

Stripping knives feature blades that offer 
greater rigidity and resistance to pressure, 
making them ideally suited to stripping away 
areas of old wallpaper.

• traditional scale-tang design
• Made using high-quality materials
• strong and long-lasting
• Individually hardened, tempered and ground

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

51801 Filling 2" 6
51802 Filling 3" 6
51803 Filling 4" 6
52801 Stripping 2" 6
52802 Stripping 3" 6
52803 Stripping 4" 6
53801 Chisel 1" 6

Traditional high-quality scales with stainless steel blades and hand-crafted 
to traditional standards.
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Easy Prep Tools

The Easy Prep tool line has been designed for 
ease-of-use and impressive performance.

Great care was given to the design of the 
blades which feature full-size blade profiles 
produced using hardened and tempered 
steel. The blade processing was refined over 
an extended period of testing to produce 
great flexibility with filling blades and 
resilient stripping blades.

Lightweight handles feature a low-profile 
design with soft grip zones for superior 
comfort and control.

Functions of the popular 9-in-1 tool include:
scraper, convex scraper, concave scraper, 
spreader, paint roller cleaner, sets nails, 
cleans cracks, nail puller, can opener.

• soft grip for comfort and control
• Full-size blade profiles
• advanced hardening and tempering

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 51411 Filling 2" 6

▪ 51412 Filling 3" 6

▪ 51413 Filling 4" 6

▪ 52411 Stripping 2" 6

▪ 52412 Stripping 3" 6

▪ 52413 Stripping 4" 6

▪ 53411 Chisel 1" 6

▪ 53412 Putty - 6

▪ 54411 9-in-1 3" 6

A full line of decorators’ tools made with soft grip handles for improved 
comfort and control during use.
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Essentials Tools

Capable yet simple, the Coral Essentials line 
of decorators tools have been stripped back 
to basics to deliver tools that perform to a 
pleasing standard at an excellent price. 

Ergonomically formed polypropylene handles 
offer comfort whilst the hardened and 
tempered satin-finish steel blades achieve a 
great finish.

• hardened and tempered satin-finished steel
• compact and lightweight handles

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

51300 Filling 2.5" 6
52302 Stripping 3" 6
52303 Stripping 4" 6
53300 Chisel - 6
53301 Putty - 6

The Essentials tool line is a well-made and affordable range featuring sleek, 
comfortable handles.
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Shave Hooks

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

55801 Combi' - 6

Elite Combination

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 55401 Combi' - 3

Easy Prep Combination

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

55301 Combi' - 6

Essentials Combination

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

55300 Triangle - 6

Essentials Triangular

Our collection of shave hooks include variants with triangular heads for flat 
surfaces, or combination heads for flat and irregular surfaces.
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Multi-Tools

Open paint cans quickly and easily with 
this great compact tool. Extra functionality 
includes use as a bottle opener, nail pull, and 
a basic screw driver head.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73510 4-in-1 - 30

Essentials Paint Can Opener

• Lightweight and versatile
• 4-in-1 design for extra value
• compact pocket-sized tool

Functions include:
3" scraper, 3" filling knife / spreader, crack 
cleaner, concave scraper, paint roller cleaner, 
paint can opener, bottle opener, 3/8 inch 
spanner, 1/4 inch spanner, rasp, nail puller, 
and nail setter

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 54401 13-in-1 - 6

Easy Prep 12-in-1

• soft grip for comfort and control
• strong and durable blade
• advanced hardening and tempering

Decorators’ multi-tools are superb tools for covering a wide variety of tasks.
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Sealing & Caulking

An essential tool for removing and applying 
sealants, caulk, grout, fillers, and putty. 
Achieve a smart, consistent new sealant 
bead.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

53201 - - 12

Essentials Sealant Tool

• scrape away old materials
• achieve a neat bead with new applications
• reduce cartridge dry-out with integrated cap

Achieve a controlled application of caulk, 
silicone sealant, and other adhesives with 
this well-made and economical caulking gun.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73050 Skeleton 310-410mm 12

Essentials Caulking Gun

• compatible with 310ml and 400ml cartridges
• 10.5" (267mm) skeleton format
• Lightweight design for reduced fatigue
• Includes a nozzle cleaning pin

The Essentials caulking gun has a strong metal frame with a tough epoxy-
coated paint finish for durability.
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Layout & Measuring
Core tools for general layout and measuring tasks include our soft grip tape 
measure and lightweight torpedo level.

An entry-level design for a simple and easy 
approach to angle measurements. Featuring 
three high visibility vials with a top reading 
window for finding any level, plumb or 45⁰ 
angle. Ideal for accurate layout on many 
projects around the home!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 57300 Torpedo - 20

Essentials Torpedo Level

• horizontal, vertical and 45°
• Magnetic base
• Lightweight

Featuring a co-moulded outer casing, belt 
clip, and a positive blade lock for improved 
grip, convenience and control. The high 
visibility 5m long, 19mm wide blade has class 
2 metric graduations and a 2-rivet hook. 
Metric only.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 57405 - 5m (metric) 12

Tough Lock Tape Measure

• easy-to-read metric scale
• Long-lasting aBs case
• soft grip for comfort and control

Tajima
Tape on
page 69
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If you are decorating a room, there is a good chance you will be hanging a 
picture, clock, or art afterwards. This great value picture hook set is ideal.

Picture Hanging

A great set of 52 picture hooks and nails 
suitable for general use hanging items up 
to 20kg! The pack features a pocket-sized 
plastic container for convenient storage of 
any remaining hooks ready for future use. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 81400 52 Piece Various 6

Easy Hanger Picture Hooks

• 52 Piece set for most everyday needs
• Plastic container for convenient storage
• hook assortment: 18x 4kg, 12x 8kg, 16x 12kg, 

6x 20kg (maximum weights)



Masking Tape

A premium painters tape for a professional 
finish. These 50m tapes can be used for 
interior and exterior projects and support 
residue-free removal within seven days of 
first application.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

71501 Single 24mm x 50m 6
71503 Single 48mm x 50m 6

Easy Blue 50m Rolls

• Length of 50m
• 7-day residue-free removal
• uV-resistant for indoor and outdoor use

A premium painters tape for a professional 
finish. These packs of tapes can be used for 
interior and exterior projects and support 
residue-free removal within seven days of 
first application.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

71500 3 Piece 24mm x 25m 5

Easy Blue Multi-Roll Packs

• each roll has a length of 25m
• 7-day residue-free removal
• uV-resistant for indoor and outdoor use

Premium UV-resistant masking tape for external and internal use with 
residue-free removal within seven days of first application.
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Masking Tape

50m rolls featuring crepe paper backed with 
rubber adhesive for good adhesion, easy tear, 
and residue free removal within three days in 
temperatures up to 60⁰C!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

71301 Single 24mm x 50m 6
71302 Single 36mm x 50m 6
71303 Single 48mm x 50m 6

Essentials 50m Rolls

• Length of 50m
• 3-day residue-free removal
• General purpose tape for indoor use

Great value tape packs featuring crepe 
paper backed with rubber adhesive for 
good adhesion, easy tear, and residue-free 
removal within three days in temperatures 
up to 60⁰C!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

71300 3 Piece 24mm x 25m 5

▪ 71305 6 Piece 24mm x 25m 3

Essentials Multi-Roll Packs

• each roll has a length of 25m
• 3-day residue-free removal
• General purpose tape for indoor use

Quality masking tape for internal use offering residue-free removal within 
threedays of first application.
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Surface Protection

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 71350 6 Piece 19mm x 5m 6

Essentials Electrical Tapes

• Flexible tape for colour coding
• For use up to 600V and 60°c
• conforms to Bs en 604541:1995

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 72400 Single 8x10.5' 10

Double Guard Dust Sheet

• 2x Layers for twice the protection
• absorbent top layer for paint splatter / drips
• Leak-resistant bottom layer for extra protection
• Lightweight, dustproof, waterproof
• reusable and drapes well

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

72200 Single 12x9' 12
72201 3 Piece 12x9' 6
72202 Single 12x12' 12

Essentials Dust Sheets

• cover furniture and flooring in dry conditions
• Barrier protection against dust, paint, and dirt
• Produced from polythene

Dust sheets are core lines offering protection from paint splatter, drips, dust 
and much more. Our new Double Guard line offers extra protection.
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Abrasives

Quality abrasive pads made from a sponge 
base and bonded abrasive grit. For fast 
wet or dry sanding of wood, paint, metal, 
fibreglass, plastic and drywall materials. 
Flexible for use with contoured or flat 
surfaces. When finished, simply rinse and 
reuse.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

74300 6 Piece - 6

Essentials Sanding Sponges

• 6-pack flexible sponge abrasive pads
• For contours, irregular shapes and flat surfaces
• 2x Fine, 2x Medium, 2x coarse pads

A good choice if you need an assortment of 
surface textures from coarse to fine sheets. 
Achieve a uniform finish when working down 
from a coarse to fine finish!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 74200 10 Piece 9x5.5" 20

Essentials Sandpaper Sheets

• 10-pack general purpose sheets
• use with wood, paint, varnish and plaster
• 3x Fine, 4x Medium, 3x coarse sheets

An assortment of coarse, medium, and fine abrasive surfaces available in both 
sheet and block formats ideal for most applications.
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Valued FFP1 dust sheets offer a good level of basis protection in non-
hazardous environments.

Personal Protection

Featuring an exhalation valve and cushioned 
adjustable nose bridge giving you the 
advantage of a more comfortable mask that 
makes breathing easier. Produced with light-
weight materials and elastic headbands.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 78300 5 Piece - 10

Essentials Valved Dust Masks

• 5-pack of FFP1 nr masks
• comfortable and lightweight
• Valve for low breathing resistance
• Filtering respirator for non-hazardous dust
• conforms to en149:2001+a1:2009
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Endurance extension poles are made with heavy-duty fibreglass outer-casing 
and feature positive push button locking for quick changes.

Endurance Poles

Created as strong, easy-to-use extension 
poles for when you are decorating hard to 
reach areas such as ceilings, stairwells, and 
extra height walls. The Endurance poles 
feature a smooth positive locking mechanism 
for a reliable position lock and fast length 
changes.

These poles comprise of a fibreglass 
reinforced frame with a metal telescopic 
section.

For connecting with paint rollers and other 
tools, these poles have been equipped with 
a hard-wearing metal screw thread at the 
working end. For versatility they also come 
with a push-fit adaptor for compatibility with 
most other tools.

• Fast length changes and a secure lock
• Multiple-locking positions
• heavy-duty fibreglass casing
• Metal screw threaded end connection
• sold with push-fit adaptors 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

76600 Telescopic 2-4' / 0.6-1.2m 4
76601 Telescopic 4-8' / 1.3-2.4m 4

Brush
extender 

on page 57
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These Essential poles are ideal for most painting projects when you need a 
little extra reach and want to avoid using ladders or work platforms.

• affordable extra reach and leverage
• threaded attachment with push-fit adaptor

Essentials Pole

The Essentials fixed pole format makes it 
much easier to reach high walls and ceilings. 

These lightweight poles offer greater 
leverage to help increase your productivity 
and reduce the physical effort needed to 
paint your walls and ceilings.

The working end has a plastic screw 
threaded attachment and comes complete 
with a push-fit adaptor making this pole 
compatible with most painting tools.

Produced at a fixed length of 1m, these poles 
offer an affordable means to reach high and 
awkward-to-reach spaces found in typical 
rooms around the home. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 76200 Fixed 1.0m 8

Spare 
adaptor on

page 58
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Make life easier when working with awkward or hard-to-reach areas with the 
paint brush extender attached to a threaded pole.

A ‘must-have’ accessory for when you are 
painting areas without a ladder such as 
around ceilings and stairwells.

Simply attach a brush and pole before 
painting most difficult and reverse angles.

Avoid the worry and choose a safer and 
easier experience.

• Paint difficult-to-reach areas without a ladder
• 14-position lock for precise angles
• suitable for screw threaded extension poles
• Ideal for snagging and finishing

Brush Extender

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 50300 - - 6
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Paint Pyramids are ‘must have’ accessories when you need to work quickly on 
both sides of a surface. Simply paint, flip, and continue with the other side.

Paint Accessories

Push-fit adaptors are routinely lost or 
misplaced. This replacement adaptor fits 
onto screw-threaded extension poles making 
them suitable for a wide range of tools 
designed for ‘push-fit’ connectivity. Made 
from strong and durable plastic. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 76300 - - 12

Essentials Push-Fit Adapter

• replacement screw thread to 'push-fit' cap
• strong and durable plastic

For faster project times painting furniture, 
cabinet doors, mouldings trim and much 
more. Paint one side and immediately flip. 
The pyramids support the painted under-side 
while you can continue to paint the uncoated 
side. No need to watch paint dry.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 50305 4 Piece - 10

Essentials Paint Pyramids

• save time! simply paint, flip, and continue
• support painted surfaces with minimal contact
• Freely position or secure through eyelets
• Ideal for furniture restoration and painting trim
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Cleaning paint rollers can be a tough and messy job. With our Roller Squeegee 
this process becomes that little bit easier.
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• a faster, easier way to clean rollers
• a hands-free approach for reduced mess
• save and re-use excess paint
• Gentle on the roller fabric

Like most people, do you find the task of 
cleaning paint rollers to be a long, messy and 
frustrating process? If so, you’ll appreciate 
the value these Paint Roller Squeegees offer. 

With the roller cover still on the frame you 
simply:

1. Loop the squeegee onto the shank of the 
frame then over the end of the cover
2. Tilt the squeegee to apply pressure around 
the cover
3. Push the squeegee down the length

This forcibly pushes excess paint from the 
roller back into the paint tray or bucket.
Repeating this process in a water-filled 
bucket or under running water helps for fast 
and effective cleaning. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 44604 - 1.5" diameter ?

▪ 44605 - 1.75" diameter ?

Roller Squeegee
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Do you need to temporarily store your paint rollers between jobs? Save time 
and money with these great solutions.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 73550 - Up to 9" rollers ?

The airtight paint Roller Capsule keeps roller 
covers fresh and ready to use for extended 
periods of time. An environmentally-friendly 
approach eliminates the need for regular 
clean-ups. Suitable for most roller covers up 
to 9x1.75”.

• Keep tools fresh for hours, days, even weeks!
• save time and effort with fewer clean-ups
• Less mess and easy-to-use and reuse
• simply insert a roller cover and close the lid

Essentials Roller Capsule

Roller Storage

Preserve your paint rollers / brushes 
during breaks or unplanned interruptions 
to a painting project with easy-to-use and 
professional looking wrappers. These 
premium vapour barrier foil wrappers 
have a pressure seal for a reliable air-tight 
environment.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73500 - Up to 9" rollers 20

Seal & Save Wrappers

• Keep tools fresh for hours, days, even weeks!
• save time and effort with fewer clean-ups
• simply insert a roller or brush and tightly seal



Containers

One-piece polypropylene tray available in the 
most common sizes. After painting, you will 
be assured of a quick clean up!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73300 - 4" 6
73302 - 9" 6

Essentials Trays

• standard paint trays in common sizes
• easy-to-clean

Ideal when working on most large painting 
and coating projects including masonry and 
flooring. If you want to be assured of a quick 
clean-up, this one-piece polypropylene tray 
will deliver a time saving, easy-to-clean 
design.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73702 - 12" 6

Endurance Tray

• strong and durable design
• extra thick walls
• easy-to-clean
• extra large for use with 12" rollers

Evenly load paint roller covers up to 12” wide with our range of paint trays.
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Containers

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 73711 Metal 2.5 litre 12

Endurance Kettle

• strong and durable all-metal design
• rust-resistant

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73310 - 1 litre 6
73311 - 2.5 litre 6
73312 - 5 litre 6

Essentials Kettles

• standard paint kettles in common sizes
• Metal carry handle
• easy-to-clean

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 73315 - For 1 litre 6

▪ 73316 - For 2.5 litre 6

▪ 73317 - For 5 litre 6

Essentials Kettle Lids

• standard paint kettle lids in common sizes
• compatible with essentials Kettles

Keep your paint cans in good condition and free from contaminants by 
decanting manageable quantities into our collection of paint kettles.
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Containers

One-piece polypropylene scuttle available in 
the most common sizes.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

73320 - 5 litre 6
73321 - 10 litre 6
73322 - 15 litre 6

▪ 73323 - 25 litre 6

Essentials Scuttles

• standard paint scuttles in common sizes
• Metal carry handle
• easy-to-clean

This bowl features tapered and flexible walls 
for easier removal of dried substrate (except 
plaster polymer) from inside the bowl. The 
design features an opening diameter of 
12cm, a base diameter of 6.5cm, and a depth 
of 9cm. Made with LDPE material. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 73313 - 735ml 6

Essentials Flexible Bowl

• Flexible walls for removal of dried substrate
• easy-to-clean
• holds up to 735ml

The flexible filler bowl offers easy removal of dried substrate by squeezing the 
walls to release contents.
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Paste MachInes
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Paste Machines

Since 1961, Tapofix has been the leading brand of quality 
wallpaper pasting machines worldwide. From their dedicated 
manufacturing site in Wolfsburg, Germany, the brand is 
committed to original high-quality design and dependability.

Coral Tools Ltd is the exclusive master distributor of Tapofix 
Paste Machines in the UK and Ireland.



Paste Machines

For use with wallcovering widths up to 82cm 
(32") and materials including wood-chip 
papers. Achieve superior and consistent 
pasting results, reduced man-hours, and 
easy movement around the job site!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

61801 - 82cm paper 1

Tapofix CB75N

• World-leading paste machine
• Premium materials for extra-long-life
• Foldable and height adjustable wheeled legs
• sold with cutting tool and cleaning tool
• Wide range of accessories available on request 

for 'cB' series machines

For use with wallcovering widths up to 106cm 
(41.7") and materials including fleece, wet-
strength fibreglass, textile, cork, and grass 
cloth. Achieve consistent pasting results, 
reduced man-hours, and easy movement 
around the job site!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

61802 - 106cm paper 1

Tapofix CB1000N

• World-leading paste machine
• Premium materials for extra-long-life
• Foldable and height adjustable wheeled legs
• sold with cutting tool and cleaning tool
• Wide range of accessories available on request 

for 'cB' series machines

Commercial pasting machines are designed to achieve consistent results and 
maximise productivity on the most demanding jobs.

Paste MachInes
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Paste Machines

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

61800 - 56cm paper 1

Tapofix CB70N

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

61700 - 56cm paper 1

Tapofix PROfix CS

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

61701 - 55cm paper 1

Easy Paste Machine

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

61810 - For 'CB' models 1

Tapofix Length Counter MZCB

Table top pasting machines offer professional results with the most common 
paper widths.

Paste MachInes
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Tajima  

Tajima produce quality tools trusted by professionals since 
1909. The Tajima brand is owned by TJM Design Corporation, 
a privately-owned company and the largest manufacturer of 
hand tools in Japan with global production sites.

Tajima uses its excellent design capabilities to develop best of 
breed tools designed for professional users. 

Coral Tools Ltd is the distributor of Tajima in the UK and 
Ireland.



Convoy Guns

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96838 Barrel 310ml 4

Convoy RS Gun
• duel Power for up to 40% extra thrust for 

higher viscosity materials / cold temperatures 
• ratios of 8:1 and 16:1
• enhanced sst for durability and performance
• 360° rotating handle for better control
• Long seal puncture pin

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96837 Barrel 310ml 6

Convoy SUPER 12 
• ratio of 12:1
• Metal and resin grip
• twin trust system for better performance
• auto flow stop system 
• 360° rotating handle for better control
• Long seal puncture pin

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96836 Barrel 310ml 6

Convoy JUST
• ratio of 7:1
• twin trust system for better performance
• auto flow stop system 
• 360° rotating handle for better control
• Long seal puncture pin

The Tajima Convoy are highly-regarded amongst the best guns in the world. 
Outstanding build quality and engineering set these guns apart.
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CAULK GUNS
PISTOLETS POUR CARTOUCHES A MASTIC

Convoy® RS

Système de poussée / Thrust System

Fonctions / Functions

Pistolet à force d'extrusion réglable, corps extra long, rotatif 
à 360°, pointe pour déboucher les buses durcies. Pour les 
cartouches de matières épaisses et visqueuses.

Switchable thrust force caulk gun with extra-long barrels, 
360 degree rotating handles, and extra-long seal puncture 
pins.  For dispensing thick, viscous materials.

Pour les matières visqueuses, baisser le 
levier, pour les matières moins dures, relever 
le levier. En baissant le levier la force de la 
poussée augmente d'environ 40%.

For hard materials, pull down the lever, for 
soft materials, push up the lever. By pulling 
down the lever, thrust force increases about 
40%.

Pour une utilisation dans les espaces 
réduits.

For maneuvering in and around tight 
spaces.

Le poussoir se rétracte de quelques millimètres 
après chaque poussée pour stopper 
efficacement et rapidement l'écoulement.

Plunger goes back a few millimeters after every 
push to stop the flow efficiently and quickly.

En augmentant de 20% le contact entre le 
poussoir et la plaque, la force d'extrusion 
est transmise pleinement. Ceci améliorant 
la longévité.

By increasing 20% of contact surface 
between plunger and valve plate, the thrust 
force is transmitted to the plunger without 
reduction. This results in higher durability.

Les 4 bords de la plaque augmentent la 
force d'extrusion du poussoir. Une aide pour 
extruder les matières très visqueuses.

4 edges of valve plates strengthen the thrust 
force on the plunger. It helps to use hard 
materials with ease.

216mm

φ50mmφ28mm

290mm

310ml

Art.Nr. ⬅ ABC EAN

CNV100RS/B1
8 : 1
16 : 1

310ml Dual Power™
Enhanced SST System™ 6 24 4975364 168559

+20%

8:18:1
16:116:1

Dual PowerTM

Dual PowerTM

Poignée tournant à 360°
360° Rotating Handle

Système anti-gouttes
Auto Flow Stop System

Enhanced SSTTM Twin Thrust SystemTM

8:18:1
16:116:1

Dual PowerTM

+20%

DP

RH
360° AFS

System

SST
Enhanced

DP RH
360°

SST
Enhanced

TT
System
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CAULK GUNS
PISTOLETS POUR CARTOUCHES A MASTIC
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96847 - 30m / 100ft 4

This premium extra heavy-duty design has 
been developed to the highest standards. 
Design features include a dependable three-
gear drive system for ultra-fast rewind. The 
integrated handle release allows you to 
disengage the line spool when extending the 
line.

• heavy-duty with cast aluminium casing
• ultra-fast rewind
• Precision 1.0mm braided snap line
• Wide fill neck with positive-locking cap

Chalk-Rite Dura

The Hi-Lock Class 1 tape measure provides the highest class of accuracy for 
the most discerning professionals.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96848 - 5m (metric) 8

Premium tape certified to the highest EC 
Class 1 standard for an accuracy tolerance 
of 0.6mm based on a 5m blade length. Ideal 
for professionals who need precision in 
everything they do. Also features an ultra-
hard end hook to ensure consistent inside 
and outside measurements.

• ec class 1 – the most accurate grade available
• reinforced end hook for consistent measures
• 25mm wide white blade for easy readability
• 5m length marked with metric graduations

Hi-Lock Tape Measure

Layout Tools

Coral
measure 

on page 48

Art.Nr. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ABC EAN

H1550MWKB16R 25mm 5m 8 40 4975364 121110

HLCLASS1-SET1
H1630MW 16mm 3m

12
6

48
24

4975364 121127
4975364 121103

H1550MW 25mm 5m 6 24 4975364 121110

HI LOCK TM CLASS 1 
Mesure à ruban .Précision Classe 1
Crochet trempé garantissant en permanence 
une précision ultimum.

Class 1 premium measuring tape.
Ultra hard end hook ensures consistently 
accurate inside and outside measurements.

2 3 4 5 6 Class Ⅰ(mm) Class Ⅱ(mm)

2m ±0.3 ±0.7
3m ±0.4 ±0.9
5m ±0.6 ±1.3
8m ±0.9 ±1.9
10m ±1.1 ±2.3

TOLERANCE DES MESURES RUBAN ACIER

STEEL TAPE MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

POCKET TAPES
MESURES COURTES

Mesure à ruban .Précision Classe 1
Crochet trempé garantissant en permanence une 
précision ultimum.

Class 1 premium measuring tape.
Ultra hard end hook ensures consistently accurate 
inside and outside measurements.

8
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96841 - 210mm / 8" 10

Legendary performance with a long-lasting 
sharp edge.

Enhanced with Fluro-coat technology to 
resist sticky residue build up; just wipe off 
with a water-dampened cloth.

The 210mm (8 inch) design offers balance 
between weight and versatility whilst 
providing a good cutting length.

General purpose ideal for paper and fabric 
including high precision applications such 
as cutting wallpaper and wall-coverings. 
The Fluro-coat means you can also cut 
through tape, stickers and other challenging 
materials with ease.

• Premium Fluro-coated blades
• exceptional japanese cutting performance
• General purpose use

Clipper Scissors
Superb cutting-edge technology combined with fluro-coated blades for 
residue resistance give you a professional edge!

Coral
scissors on

page 41



Scrape-Rite

Feel confident on the toughest jobs including 
wall, floor, ceiling, and roofing applications.

The Scrape-Rite line has an exceptional build 
quality featuring die-cast aluminium heads, 
reinforced shafts, and steel striking end caps.

The spring-loaded blade clamp is compatible 
with 18mm blades, creating the advantage 
of fast and easy blade changes without 
compromising blade security. 

This feels like a serious scraper that can take 
on any task. 

• Long-lasting, extra heavy-duty design
• Includes 3x endura solid blades
• Includes blade guard for safety

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96824 - 200mm 4

▪ 96825 - 300mm 4

▪ 96826 - 600mm 4

The Scrape-Rite line of scrapers offer tough build quality for the most 
demanding jobs.

tajIMa tooLs - eXceLLence redeFIned
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V-REX Knives

This fixed blade utility knife has a striking 
metallic red design appearance and a great 
build quality.  The oversized screw dial 
provides easy tool-free access to the body 
for secure blade storage. The feature-rich 
design leads with high-performance cutting, 
user comfort, and productivity. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96821 Trapezoid - 12

Fixed Knife

• Long-lasting, extra heavy-duty design
• Fixed blade position
• oversized screw dial for tool-free access
• Includes 3x V-reX II Black blades

This retractable utility knife has a striking 
metallic blue design appearance and a 
great build quality.  The oversized screw dial 
provides easy tool-free access to the body 
for secure blade storage. The feature-rich 
design leads with high-performance cutting, 
user comfort, and productivity. 

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96822 Trapezoid - 12

Retractable Knife

• Long-lasting, extra heavy-duty design
• 4-step blade retraction
• oversized screw dial for tool-free access
• Includes 3x V-reX II Black blades

V-REX trapezoid knives look stunning and offer a very strong, heavy-duty 
design build. The over-sized release dial offers security and easy-access.

tajIMa tooLs - eXceLLence redeFIned
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96840 Snap Auto 18mm 10

This DC540 Crossover Knife combine the 
benefits of a retractable utility knife with 
18mm snap-off blades.

The iconic design features a fully-encased 
knife body with a top adjusting blade 
retraction mechanism like those found on 
trapezoid utility knives. This extended knife 
handle further benefits from elastomer grip 
textures for improved comfort and control.

• enclosed retractable knife for snap-off blades
• durable tempered steel blade chamber
• ambidextrous for left or right-handed users
• Includes 1x 18mm razar Black blade

In a league of its own, this snap-off knife looks and feels more like a trapezoid 
knife thanks to its fully enclosed design.

Crossover Knife
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Quick Back / Holster

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96839 Snap 18mm 10

• automatic positive lock / one-handed unlock
• adjusts by 45 degrees
• Belt loop for easy attachment
• compatible with quick Back, ProGrip, and driver 

18mm knives

Safety Holster

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96801 Snap Auto 18mm 10

Quick Back 18mm

• Full feature self-retracting and auto-lock knife
• cut safely and with confidence
• utility fin for opening paint cans or scoring
• soft grip casing for comfort and control
• Includes 1x 18mm razar Black blade

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96835 Snap Auto 18mm + Holster 10

• Full feature self-retracting and auto-lock knife
• Includes safety holster with auto-lock
• utility fin for opening paint cans or scoring
• Includes 1x 18mm razar Black blade

Quick Back 18mm with Holster

The Quick Back knife is a feature-reach knife and ideal for those looking for 
exceptional performance with added safety features.

CUTTER KNIVES
CUTTERS

Driver CutterTM DC500 / DC501 Les cutters de 18mm au design ergonomique 
et extrémité unique type "Tournevis" Lame 
Razar Black™.  Les modèles disponibles 
sont en Auto Blade Lock (= verrouillage 
automatique de la lame) ou en Dial Blade 
Lock (=verrouillage par molette de la lame).

Contour-grip 18mm / ¾ inch knives with 
a unique “Driver" tip, and a Razar Black™ 
blade.  In Auto Blade Lock and Dial Blade 
Lock models.

DC501B/Y1

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

DC500B/Y1
18mm 1 SUPER HARD TIPTM

RAZAR BLACK  BLADE TM 10 120
4975364 019905

DC501B/Y1 4975364 019912

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

DFC569B/Y1 18mm 1 SUPER HARD TIPTM

RAZAR BLACK  BLADE TM 10 120 4975364 111593

Quick BackTM

18mm

18mm

Safety 
HolsterTM

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

DC50SFC/Y1 Safety HolsterTM 10 120 4975364 112002

Pour les cutters Driver Cutter™ et Quick 
Back™ de 18 mm

For 18mm Driver Cutter™ Knives and Quick 
Back™ Cutter Knives 

Verrouillage 
automatique

Positive Lock

Déverrouillage 
intuitif à une seule 
main

Intuitive, One-
Hand Unlock

Ajustable jusqu'à 
45°

Adjustable To 45

Modèles compatibles   Applicable Models

DC560B/Y1 DC561B/Y1 DC500B/Y1 DC501B/Y1

DFC569B/Y1 DFC560N/W1 DFC561N/W1

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

Cutter à lame auto-rétractable 18mm/ 
3/4 inch avec manche grip ergonomique, 
exclusif embout "Driver" et aileron multi 
usages.

Self-retracting 18mm / 3/4 inch knife with 
an ergonomic grip, a unique "Driver" tip 
and a multi-purpose "Fin."

Quick BackTM

Le système auto-rétractable Tajima offre comfort et 
performance optimale.

Tajima's self-retracting system is designed to ensure 
a comfortable grip and optimal performance.

Pour visser les vis à tête fendue

Driving standard-head screws

Pour ouvrir les boîtes

Prying off can lids

Pour ouvrir les cartons, 
marquer le carton épais

Opening cartons, 
scoring thick cardboard
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ProGrip Knives

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96800 Snap Auto 25mm 10

ProGrip 25mm

• Blade auto-lock retraction
• elastomer grip for comfort and control
• ultra-hard tempered blade guide
• Includes 1x 25mm razar Black blade

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96802 Snap Auto 18mm 10

▪ 96803 Snap Dial 18mm 10

ProGrip 18mm

• auto-lock and dial-lock models
• elastomer grip for comfort and control
• ultra-hard tempered blade guide
• Includes 3x 18mm razar Black blade

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96807 Snap Auto 9mm 10

ProGrip 9mm

• Blade auto-lock retraction
• elastomer grip for comfort and control
• ultra-hard tempered blade guide
• Includes 1x 9mm razar Black blade

When comfort and control matter, the ProGrip line of knives stand out for 
their great build quality.
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Driver Knives

Created as an impressive snap-off knife for 
professional cutting applications that require 
superior and precise cuts.

The extra hard blade guide is up to 3.5x 
stronger offering outstanding durability. 
The tapered tip can also be used as a 
screw driver as it conforms to strict JIS 
standards. Alternatively, it can be used for 
other general-purpose applications such as 
scoring or piercing carton tape when opening 
boxes.

This 18mm knife format is available in both 
auto-lock and dial-lock version. Auto-
lock provides a fast and effortless blade 
retraction well suited to light-to-medium-
duty applications. Alternatively, the dial-
lock allows manual tightening of the blade 
clamp for extra security on more demanding 
applications.

The non-working end features a metal hole 
for lanyard attachments ideal for safety 
conscious work environments.

These knives are fully compatible with the 
Tajima Safety Holster for a leading total user 
experience.

• auto-lock and dial-lock models
• contour grip for comfort
• strong, hard-wearing design
• ultra-hard tempered blade guide
• Includes 1x 18mm razar Black blade

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96804 Snap Auto 18mm 10

▪ 96805 Snap Dial 18mm 10

Driver knives have a sleek and comfortable design. As the name suggests, the 
casing tip has been strengthened for driving screws.
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Detail Knives

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96808 Snap Auto 9mm 10

Slim Knife

• slimline profile for greater surface visibility 
and improved accuracy

• save time with auto-lock blade retraction
• Includes 3x 9mm tajima blades

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96809 Snap Auto 9mm Acute 10

Slim Acute Angle Knife

• compatible with acute 30° blades
• Greater reach and surface contact
• slimline profile for greater surface visibility and 

improved accuracy
• Includes 3x 9mm 30° tajima blades

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96819 - - 10

Art & Graphics Knife

• Featuring a familiar pen format for a well-
balanced and easy-to-control knife

• excellent detail cutting performance
• Bladed end and a spatula end for versatility
• Includes 9x tajima art and Graphic blades

This collection offers great surface visibility and feature-sets that make them 
ideally suited to precise detail work.
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V-REX II Blades

Feel confident with extraordinary cutting 
performance. Each black blade has been 
carefully sharpened to classified Japanese 
standards perfected over many decades.

The blade geometry and extra-hard SK-120 
steel maximises cutting point strength. 
Blades track straight and stay sharper for 
longer. This blade is even suitable for heavy-
duty use with drywall and plasterboard.

Each blade has two cutting points resulting 
in twenty cutting points in this pack. To lower 
cost-per-cut, blades stay sharper for longer 
than entry-level blades, making them a wise 
choice for professionals! 

• extraordinary cutting performance
• compatible with most trapezoid knives
• Lower cost-per-cut
• 2 cutting points per blade (20 points per pack)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96823 10 Piece - 10

Tajima are known world-wide for their exceptional blades and the V-REX II 
offers superb performance in a trapezoid format.
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UTILITY KNIFE BLADES
LAMES DE COUTEAUX UTILITAIRES

DEEP HOOKTM

Lames en acier trempé supérieure avec un 
tranchant lame de rasoir, optimisées pour les 
cloisons sèches et autres travaux de coupe 
et de grattage.

Premium tempered steel blades with razor-
sharp cutting edges, optimized for drywall 
and other heavy-duty cutting and scoring 
tasks.

Lames à crochet échancré de haute qualité, 
antiglisse, conçues pour la coupe de 
matériaux de couverture ou de revêtement 
de sol.

Premium-grade deep hook blades designed 
to prevent slip-off when cutting rigid roofing 
or flooring material.

Art.Nr. ABC Couteaux recommandés
Corresponding Knives EAN

VRB2-10B/Y1 10 V-REX TM Ⅱ 
VR101D/R1, VR102D/B1, 
VR103D/S1

   10     100    120     1200 4975364 019578

Art.Nr. ABC Couteaux recommandés
Corresponding Knives EAN

HKB-10B/Y1 10 DEEP HOOK TM
VR101D/R1, VR102D/B1, 
VR103D/S1

   10     100    120     1200 4975364 019585

Matériaux utilisés   Material Suitability Index

Matériaux de construction
Building Material

Papier
Paper

Bois
Wood

Plastique
Plastic

Cloisons sèches
Drywall

Revêtement de sol
Floor Covering

Produit de scellement
Sealing compound

Carton
Cardboard

Papier Peint
Wallpaper

Contreplaqué
Plywood

Massif
Lumber

Film

★
★★ ★★ ★★ ★

★★ ★★ ★
★★ ★★ ★★

Matériaux utilisés
Material Suitability Index

Matériaux de construction
Building Material

Matériau de couverture
Roofing Material

Revêtement de sol
Floor Covering

★
★★

★
★★

Le Mieux
Best

Encore Meilleur
Better

Le Mieux
Best

TM
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Razar Black Blades

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96811 10 Piece 25mm 10

Razar 25mm
• sharper blades offer precise and more reliable 

cuts for improved safety
• compatible with most 25mm snap knives
• 7 cutting points per blade (70 points per pack)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96813 10 Piece 18mm 10

▪ 96814 50 Piece 18mm 10

Razar 18mm
• sharper blades offer precise and more reliable 

cuts for improved safety
• compatible with most 18mm snap knives
• 8 cutting points per blade
• 80 points per 10-pack / 400 points per 50-pack

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96816 10 Piece 9mm 10

Razar 9mm
• sharper blades offer precise and more reliable 

cuts for improved safety
• compatible with most 9mm snap knives
• 13 cutting points per blade (130 points per 

pack)

Legendary Razar Black blades have incredible initial performance and stay 
sharper for longer. A blade that professionals trust when results matter!

tajIMa tooLs - eXceLLence redeFIned
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CUTTER KNIVES
CUTTERS

Driver CutterTM DC560 / DC561 & 
Razar Black BladeTM

Assortiment de cutters Driver Cutter™ 
DC560 et de lames Razar Black™.

Driver Cutter™ 560 / DC561 with Razar 
Black™ blades, 3 blades preloaded plus 10 
blades in a safety dispenser.

Les cutters de 18mm au design 
ergonomique et extrémité 
unique type "Tournevis" sont 
équipés  de trois lames Razar 
Black et d'un réservoir de 
lames.  Les modèles disponibles 
sont en Auto Blade Lock (= verrouillage 
automatique de la lame) ou en Dial Blade 
Lock (=verrouillage par molette de la lame).

Elastomer-grip 18mm / 3/4 inch knives with 
a unique “Driver” tip, three Razar Black™ 
blades, and in-handle blade storage.  In Auto 
Blade Lock and Dial Blade Lock models.DC560B/Y1 DC561B/Y1

DC560RB13D12/Y1 DC561RB13D12/Y1

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

DC560B/Y1

18mm

3
SUPER HARD TIPTM

RAZAR BLACK  BLADE TM

10 120
4975364 019929

DC561B/Y1 4975364 019936

DC560RB13D12/Y1
13 12 48

4975364 110107

DC561RB13D12/Y1 4975364 110114

18mm

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

DRIVER CUTTERTM

Série unique de cutters avec guide lame de 1mm extra-dur et extrémité 
multifonction type "tournevis".
3,5 fois pluis résistant que les modèles classiques, le guide  lame est conforme aux 
normes  strictes JIS des pointes de tournevis. Ces cutters peuvent être utilisés sur  
les vis fendues, ouvrir des boîtes de peinture  et autres sans  sortir la lame.

Unique line of knives that feature ultra hard 1mm thick tempered blade 
sleeves with multi-function “driver” tips.
3.5 times stronger than standard models, the Driver CutterTM blade sleeves conform to 
strict JIS standards for screwdriver tip hardness so they will easily drive standard  
head screws. But Driver CutterTM knives can also handle other common tasks  
including lifting can lids, and opening boxes without having to extend the knife blade.

Pour visser les vis à tête
fendue

Driving standard-head 
screws

Pour ouvrir les boîtes

Prying off can lids

Pour ouvrir les cartons, 
marquer le carton épais

Opening cartons, 
scoring thick cardboard

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

18mm

18mm Cutter KnivesTM

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTMHARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

Endura-BladeTM Double Cutting Points
Endura-BladeTM Razar Black BladeTM SOLID Endura-BladeTM

60˚

100

18

（T:0.5）

10

60˚

100

18

（T:0.5）

5

60˚

100

18

（T:0.5）

10

60˚

100

18

（T:0.5）

TM TM TM
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Great with scrapers and in cutting applications where a segmented blade is 
not desirable, these unsegmented blades offer a long cutting edge.

Strong Blades

tajIMa tooLs - eXceLLence redeFIned

An exceptional blade with impressive cutting 
edge retention. Advanced tempering and 
sharpening will deliver an exceptionally hard-
cutting edge.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96815 10 Piece 18mm 10

Endura 18mm

• durable blade for long-lasting sharpness
• a one-piece blade without snap segments
• compatible with most 18mm snap knives
• also compatible with scrape-rite scrapers
• 1 cutting point per blade (10 points per pack)

Rock Hard blades are produced with 
high quality SK-120 steel using advanced 
Japanese style tempering and sharpening.  
Suitable for use even with tough materials 
such as drywall and plywood.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96812 10 Piece 25mm 10

Rock Hard 25mm

• durable blade for long-lasting sharpness
• a one-piece blade without snap segments
• compatible with most 25mm snap knives
• 1 cutting point per blade (10 points per pack)

Scrape-
Rite on
page 71
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Detail & Safety
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NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96817 10 Piece 9mm Acute 10

Acute Blades 9mm

• acute 30° angle blade segments
• Greater reach and surface contact
• a popular choice for window tinting, graphic 

arts and fine detail work
• 7 cutting points per blade (70 points per pack)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96820 20 Piece - 10

Art & Graphics Blades

• 6mm cutting edge with a 35° degree angle
• a highly versatile blade ideal for detail work
• 1 cutting point per blade (20 points per pack)

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96818 - - 24

Safe Snap Blade Disposal

• snapping off blade segments becomes safer, 
faster, and easier

• Features a sharps bin for blade storage
• easily unclip lid and safety dispose of used 

blades, providing years of use

The Safe Snap is a ‘must have’ unit when working with snap-off blades. 
Features safe storage space until blades can be properly disposed of.

CUTTERS
CUTTER KNIVES

LC390

Art Knife

Pointe effilée pour atteindre les espaces 
étroits.

Sleek and lightweight stainless steel 9mm 
/ 3/8 inch Slide Blade Lock knife with three 
Acute-Angle Endura blades, for cutting and 
scoring in tight spaces.

Cutter pour usage artistique. Découpes 
précises. 8 lames dans le magasin.

Precision trim and slice knife with in-handle 
blade storage and nine ultra-sharp blades.

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

SS001/Y1 BLADE SEGMENT DISPOSAL SYSTEM™ 24 120 4975364 110732

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

LC390B/-1 9mm 3 30°ACUTE ANGLE KNIFETM 10 120 4975364 018977

SAFE SNAPTM

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

LC101B/-1 4.9mm 9 ART KNIFETM 10 120 4975364 021090

Système de brisage et de stockage de 
segments de lame SAFE SNAP™
Pour briser proprement les segments des 
lames de cutter de 9 mm à 25 mm.
Le verrouillage de la boîte empêche 
l'ouverture accidentelle et permet de stocker 
les segments en toute sécurité.

SAFE SNAP™ blade segment snap-off and 
storage system
Cleanly snaps-off blade segments, for all 
9mm - 25mm cutter blades.
Case lock prevents accidental opening, holds 
segments for safe disposal.

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

Extra Specialty Cutter KnivesTM

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

30°Acute Angle BladeTM Art Knife BladeTM
HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

30˚

73

9

（T:0.38）

8
35˚

4.9

（T:0.5）
9

TM TM TM
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Japanese Pull Saws

300mm Aluminist Pull Saw

• cuts are precise, clean, fast and use less effort
• die-cast aluminium handle
• elastomer grip for comfort and control
• Protective blade guard
• Includes 1x 300mm 13 tPI blade

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96843 Complete 300mm 6

The 300mm blade has 13 teeth per inch for 
standard cuts on most woods and excellent 
performance on plywood.

265mm Aluminist Pull Saw

• cuts are precise, clean, fast and use less effort
• die-cast aluminium handle
• elastomer grip for comfort and control
• Protective blade guard
• Includes 1x 265mm 16 tPI blade

The 265mm blade has 16 teeth per inch 
for fine cuts on most woods and excellent 
performance on dry wood.

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96842 Complete 300mm 6

Aluminist Japanese Pull Saws feature die-cast aluminium handles and come 
complete with a high-quality blade and plastic blade guard.
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Tajima have an enviable reputation for blade technology and these Pull Saw 
blades show off that capability. Expect exceptional cutting performance!

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96846 Blade 230mm 24

• 21 teeth per inch for micro-fine cuts and 
interior finishing

• Microwave impulse hardened teeth
• japanese-style tempering
• 0.4mm blade thickness (0.55mm at teeth)
• teeth tip spacing of 1.2mm

230mm Saw Blade 21 TPI

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96845 Blade 265mm 24

• 16 teeth per inch for fine cuts on most woods 
and excellent performance on dry wood

• Microwave impulse hardened teeth
• japanese-style tempering
• 0.6mm blade thickness (0.9mm at teeth)
• teeth tip spacing of 1.75mm

265mm Saw Blade 16 TPI

NEW SKU VARIANT SIZE PACK

▪ 96844 Blade 300mm 24

• 13 teeth per inch for standard cuts on most 
woods and excellent performance on plywood

• Microwave impulse hardened teeth
• japanese-style tempering
• 0.7mm blade thickness (1.15mm at teeth)
• teeth tip spacing of 2.15mm

300mm Saw Blade 13 TPI

Pull Saw Blades
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Coral Tools Ltd is constantly seeking ways to improve the 
specification, design and production of its products and 
alterations take place continually. Whilst every effort is made 
to produce up-to-date literature, this catalogue should not be 
regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications, nor 
does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular product. 
Distributors and resellers are not agents of Coral Tools Ltd by 
any express or implied undertaking or representation.

ACCURACY AND DISCLAIMER
E&OE. All market prices, data, colours and other information are 
not warranted as to completeness or accuracy and are subject 
to change without notice. All illustrations are impressions only 
and provided on an indicative basis. Colours and or markings 
may change.

SERVICE AND DELIVERY
We are constantly striving to improve our level of service to you. 
Should you have a query regarding your delivered order please 
contact us within five working days.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Refer to our website at www.coral-tools.com/legal to download 
our Standard Terms & Conditions. Alternatively, contact us and a 
member of our team will send you a copy.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights 
existing in our designs and products and in the images, text 
and design of this document are and will remain the property of 
Coral Tools Ltd. Coral, Headlock, and Hybrid are trademarked 
in the UK and other countries. Coral will strictly enforce any 
infringement or unauthorised use of our trademarks and / or 
intellectual property.

© 2018 Coral Tools Ltd. All rights reserved.

Making a payment by bank transfer

0800 368 8080

Bank: HSBC Bank Plc
Sort code: 40-36-15
Account: 42532948

hello@coral-tools.com

If you have an invoice you wish to settle, an 
electronic bank transfer can be sent to the 
following account:

Cheques should be made payable to ‘Coral Tools 
Ltd’ and sent by post to Coral Tools Ltd, Roding 
House, 2 Victoria Road, Buckhurst Hill. IG9 5ES. 
Please mark your account number and invoice 
number on the reverse of the cheque.

Making a payment by phone

If you wish to settle your account using a payment 
card, we can accept Visa and Mastercard over the 
phone by calling 0800 368 8080.

Making a payment by cheque

How to Order

If you would like more information, please 
contact our Customer Care team. They will 
be delighted to discuss with you how Coral 
can best serve your needs and walk you 
through our short account application form.

New customers

Please contact us to place your order.

Existing customers

0800 368 7330

09:00 - 17:00 Monday to Friday
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